
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS & EVENTS ASSOCIATON 
BEST EVENT (WITHIN AN EXISTING FESTIVAL)  

“SANDI”  THE GIANT HOLIDAY SAND TREE 
Introduction and background of campaign/event: 
Prior to 2011, The City did not have a signature holiday tradition that the community looked forward to every year.  Also, 
the City’s existing weekly and monthly events lacked  a strong, underlying theme and promotion that would tie them 
together as a unique, fun holiday package.  To unify, powerfully present, and provide the community with a month-long 
present of tropical proportions, the City created, “Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings.”  The 3rd Annual Sand & Sea-Sun’s 
Greetings was held in December 2013, with pre-events taking place in mid-November.  
 
Working with Team Sandtastic, a world renowned and International award winning team of sand sculptors, the City 
presents giant sand sculptures each year along its waterfront and in downtown West Palm Beach.  The first Sand & Sea-
Sun’s Greetings, held in December 2011, featured 12 sand sculptures that highlighted the beauty and nostalgia of “Old 
Florida” by showcasing major landmarks and history indigenous to 12 of the state’s most notable cities.  Already an event 
of tropical proportions, the 2012 event featured more than 3 times the amount of sand than its inaugural year and 
included five 15 ton and one 25 ton sand sculpture and a massive 500 ton holiday sand tree. 
 
In 2013, the City of West Palm Beach ushered in the holiday season in true Florida style, with 700 tons of sand and a 
month of festive events for its third annual ‘Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings’ celebration. Back by popular demand and bigger 
than ever, guests marveled at the world’s only holiday sand tree, created from 600 tons of sand and measuring a 
staggering 35-feet tall.  In addition to being physically larger than the inaugural year, in 2013, our giant holiday sand tree 
transformed into “Sandi” complete with a giant personality and an animated sound and light show that danced her way 
into the hearts of thousands of residents and visitors.  “Sandi” was the star in her own right, as well as the overwhelming 
highlight of every event taking place as part of Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings.  An additional 100 tons of sand were sculpted 
into four iconic, “Silver Bells and Jingle Shells” tropical holiday scenes on the Waterfront. Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings also 
featured Dolphin Golfin’, a nine hole tropical putt putt course with giant sea creatures made from sustainable materials; 
an under the sea themed “Aqua Trolley”; and numerous weekly and monthly events centered around “Sandi” the Giant 
Holiday Sand Tree. 
 
Description and purpose/objective of Event within Festival: 
The world’s first Giant Holiday Sand Tree made its debut for the December 2012 season.  The 500 ton icon was a 
beautiful, sculpted beacon in the center of our Waterfront Commons Park. It attracted visitors during the day and night 
time to see the intricate details of the sand sculpture.  In the evenings, the Sand Tree was passively lit with embedded 
colored lights and an overall glowing color that changed every few seconds.   
 
For the 2013 holidays, the city decided to further amp up the fun by bringing the Sand Tree to life.  Team Sandtastic 
sculpted “Sandi” into a festive, under the sea masterpiece and Kevin Clark, a renowned sound and lighting designer and 
programmer, created two 6 minute holiday themed shows.  In addition to embedding colorful lights and strobes in 
“Sandi”, Kevin surrounded the giant holiday tree with programmable LED light fixtures on the tree’s perimeter and used 
the City’s existing 8 Mac III Profile professional stage lighting fixtures to create a one of a kind, colorful sound and light 
show that made other holiday destinations stand up and take notice.  
 
No longer a passive icon, “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree sang and danced to life at the Clematis by Night Tree 
Lighting on Thursday, December 5, 2013.  “Sandi” introduced her sassy self to a crowd of 30,000 and proceeded to star in 
two different holiday themed sound and light shows which continued to play on the half hour, nightly, through December 
31. “Sandi” quickly became a national, megawatt star, attracting tens of thousands to the waterfront to enjoy her 
seasonal sparkle.  In fact, the Huffington Post listed the City of West Palm Beach first of “10 Towns that Go Big for 
Christmas” in a November, 29, 2013 article. Social media was abuzz with “Sandi” with an unknown author creating a 
“Sandi Holiday Tree” twitter account which followed “Sandi” throughout the holiday season and into 2014.  Not only did 



“Sandi” interplay with her fans in West Palm Beach, she even taunted and teased other tourist characters in cities far 
away like Starsky the Starfish in Outer Banks, NC. While “Sandi’s” star shined brightest at night, visitors flocked to her 
beauty in the daylight hours, as well.  They were enthralled by the intricate details of sea creatures depicted in festive, 
holiday scenes sculpted around the tropical sand masterpiece. 
 
The objectives of “Sandi”, the Giant Holiday Sand Tree were to take the already unique idea of a Giant Holiday Sand Tree 
to the next level to attract thousands of additional residents and visitors to the downtown West Palm Beach Waterfront; 
to generate national publicity for our City; and to stand out spectacularly amongst a sea of traditional, ho hum holiday 
offerings.   A further objective was to utilize “Sandi” as a centerpiece to enhance our existing weekly and monthly events 
with additional, creative tropical holiday programming as part of Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings. 
 
Targeted Audience and Attendance/Number of Participants:  
The target audience for Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings featuring “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree was families in Palm 
Beach County and surrounding counties, who would visit “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree and the sand sculptures, 
ride the Aqua Trolley, play Dolphin Golfin’, enjoy ongoing events and shop at the downtown merchants.  There are 
multiple events and personal activities that can compete with attendance at City events in December.  The unique 
animated Giant Holiday Sand Tree with nightly sound and light shows, sand sculptures and related activities allowed us to 
break through some of the ordinary activities held throughout South Florida in December. In fact, based on trolley 
ridership numbers, we know that four times as many people were circulating downtown in December 2013 resulting in 
additional shoppers and diners throughout the month.   
 
1. World’s Only Giant Holiday Sand Tree and sand sculptures:  Estimated attendance throughout December- 75,000 
2. Dolphin Gol�n’:  - Estimated participants- 500. 
3. Aqua Trolley:    Estimated riders in December- 61,916. 
4. Giant Holiday Photo Cards:  Estimated participants- 500. 
5. Clematis by Night Holiday Tree Lighting:  Estimated attendees- 30,000. 
6. Ginger’s “Peppermint Twist”  Dance Party:   Estimated participants- 500. 
7. West Palm Beach GreenMarket:   Estimated attendees- 20,000. 
8. Cinema by the Sand @ Screen on the Green:  Estimated attendees- 1,000. 
9. Sunday on the Waterfront “Tropical Holiday Spectacular”:   Estimated attendees- 2,500. 
10. Super Circus Holiday Show: Estimated attendees – 15,000 
11. Holiday Cheers @ Jazz on the Palm:   Estimated attendees- 500.  
 



Overall Revenue and Expense Budget: 

Expense Amount 
Sand sculptor 
Fee $46,000.00 
Heavy 
Equipment 
Rental $4,420.00 
Sand  $20,722.00 
Fencing $1,935.00 

Beads $1,500.00 

PR/Marketing $6,780.00 

Security $12,307.00 
Sound and Light 
Show $33,916.00 
Entertainment $3,392.00 
Total: $130,972.00 
    

Revenue Amount 

Merchandise $416.00 
Mini Golf $2,995.00 

Total: $3,411.00 
 
Weekly and monthly existing event expenses and revenue not included. 

 
  



Tie in of Program to main festival:   
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree was the centerpiece of the Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings” holiday event and the 
highlight of all of the attractions and events which took place as part of Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings. The attractions and 
events included:   
1. Satellite Sand Sculptures: Four additional sand sculptures were located along the waterfront in downtown West Palm 

Beach.  Named Silver Bells and Jingle Shells, these sculptures featured some of the same sea creatures and characters 
animating “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand tree.  For example, in the Holiday Conchy Tonk sand sculpture, frolicking 
fish partied in an underwater bar with an octopus playing piano and lobster clawed bartenders. Santa’s Sea Shells by 
the Sea Wall featured a giant Santa surrounded by starfish, mermaids and more. 

2. Dolphin Gol�n’: A nine-hole mini golf course located on the scenic Waterfront adjacent to “Sandi” the Giant Holiday 
Sand Tree. Where else could you play putt putt around a 25 ton sand sculpture?  Tropically decorated for the 
holidays, Dolphin Golfin’ was open daily from December 12 through December 31 from 10:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.  
Hundreds of families took advantage of an inexpensive round of golf while watching “Sandi” sing and dance. 

3. The Aqua Trolley: Back by popular demand was downtown West Palm Beach’s Aqua Trolley, a trolley disguised as a 
one-of-a-kind rolling aquarium, complete with giant 3-D sea creatures, trivia games, tropical tunes, and a ‘scuba 
driver’.  The unique “Under the Sea” travel experience, decked out for the holidays, brought thousands of riders to 
see “Sandi” sing and dance and also served as a free ride throughout downtown.  

4. Giant Holiday Photo Cards:  Festive holiday backdrops using our “Holiday Hoopla Under the Sea” characters were 
located adjacent to “Sandi” and inspired countless Instagram, Facebook and Twitter “shares” throughout December. 

5. Clematis by Night Holiday Tree Lighting:  On Thursday, December 5, 30,000 residents and visitors joined this weekly 
favorite event for the inaugural sound and light show and debut of “Sandi” the World’s Only Holiday Sand Tree.  
National Country Recording Artist Randy Houser headlined the event, Santa took photos by “Sandi” the Giant Holiday 
Sand Tree and a tropical gift shop rounded out the night. 

6. Ginger’s “Peppermint Twist” Dance Party:   The monthly Ginger’s Dance Party event took a holiday twist, a 
Peppermint Twist that is, when Ginger and friends surrounded “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree and taught the 
Twist during the evening at the holiday celebration on Saturday, December 7. 

7. West Palm Beach GreenMarket:   Taking place around “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree, the weekly West Palm 
Beach GreenMarket featured Santa making an appearance every Saturday in December, children built miniature 
“Sandi” trees in a giant sand box, and shoppers were able to complete their holiday shopping at the region's most 
popular market. 

8. Cinema by the Sand @ Screen on the Green:  Double feature at the monthly outdoor movie theatre on Friday, 
December 13, featuring The Smurf’s Christmas Special and Polar Express.  During intermission, kids participated in a 
parade of “floats”:  inner tubes they decorated onsite and paraded around “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree.   

9. Sunday on the Waterfront “Tropical Holiday Spectacular”:   On Sunday, December 15, this popular monthly concert 
taking place around “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree, featured The Aloha Islanders Tropical Holiday Spectacular, a 
high-energy Polynesian song and dance performance that put guests in the holiday spirit, West Palm Beach-style. 

10.  Super Circus Holiday Show: And, what could be more unique than to feature a free circus performance around 
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree?  Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey presented a 30-minute preview of their 
show on Thursday, December 19 at Clematis by Night.  The performance highlighted acts from their show that played 
at the Palm Beach County Convention Center December 25-29th and included elephants side-by-side with elite 
athletes, astonishing acrobats, awe-inspiring aerialists and over-the-top clowns that had the audiences in stitches of 
laughter. 

11. Holiday Cheers @ Jazz on the Palm:   On December 20, the monthly Jazz concert featured a ‘Holiday Cheers’ Jazz 
concert by Jeff Taylor and Friends on the Waterfront surrounding “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree. Opening was a 
one man hand bell virtuoso with a 20-minute holiday hand bell performance that jazzed up the holidays. 

 
Duration of Program:   
December 5, 2013 – December 31, 2013.  This was the first year we brought “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree to life 
with nightly sound and light shows as part of Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings.   
 



Description of Sponsor/Charity/Volunteer/School/Other Group Involvement:  
� Dolphin’ Gol�n:  Local non profit organization, Education Gallery Group, created funky, giant sea creatures out of 

water bottles as colorful props in the Dolphin Golfin’ putt putt.  “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree had lively 
conversations with the recycled sea creatures via twitter.  EG2 was provided a tent at 4 WPB GreenMarkets, 
onsite signage and inclusion in 20,000 Sand & Sea-Suns brochures/ 

� Clematis by Night Holiday Tree Lighting:  Our weekly Clematis by Night concert event wrapped itself around 
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree for December starting with the December 5 tree lighting.  We partnered with 
our radio sponsor, Palm Beach Broadcasting and our Downtown Development Authority to bring in national 
country superstar, Randy Houser.  Both Palm Beach Broadcasting and the DDA were major sponsors of the 
holiday events with their logo included in all print collateral, signage etc. 

� Cinema by the Sand @ Screen on the Green:  We partnered with Resource Depot a local non profit whose 
mission is to collect and distribute safe, reusable materials to community partners in education for creative 
learning experiences while preserving the environment.  Resource Depot brought the supplies and coordinated 
our “float” parade around “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree.  Kids were invited and encouraged to visit the 
Resource Depot booth to use their recycled materials to decorate inner tubes to be a part of the “float” parade.  
Resource Depot benefitted by the exposure provided and donations received onsite. 

� Super Circus Holiday Show:  We partnered with Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey to provide a free 30 minute 
show around “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree during a special Clematis by Night.  The much anticipated 
performance was completely free for event attendees and at no cost to the City. Ringling benefitted from the 
advance exposure to their upcoming show and the ability to sell tickets onsite at the event. 

� The Aqua Trolley:  We partnered with the Downtown Development Authority (DDA) who oversees the downtown 
trolleys, the Community Redevelopment Agency who funds the downtown trolleys and Molly’s Trolleys who 
operates the downtown trolleys. The DDA assisted us in publicizing the Aqua Trolley and insisted, along with us, 
that the Aqua Trolley remain in theme after the holidays.  Molly’s Trolleys were instrumental in carrying out the 
theme as they staffed the trolley with their most animated drivers who welcomed the role as “Scuba Driver.”  Our 
radio partner, Palm Beach Broadcasting, assisted by producing the hour long “under the sea” themed compilation 
of songs which added to the spirit of the ride, Diver’s Direct provided a mannequin scuba diver to hang from the 
ceiling, and a local printer created the aquarium-like wrap for the outside.  

� Downtown Development Authority-  Merchant promotions, and Holiday Retail Guide:  The Downtown 
Development Authority created a Holiday Retail Guide which showcased Downtown vendors, holiday sales, gift 
ideas and a map of the downtown area featuring “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree, sand sculptures and 
Dolphin Golfin’.  Unknown to staff at the time, the DDA arranged for the “Sandi” Tree twitter account that 
gathered hundreds of fans and followers and increased the “buzz” around our holiday event. The DDA benefitted 
from the tremendous crowds that were attracted to Sandi and the resulting business for the merchants. 

� Visit West Palm Beach:  The local agency that runs all of the water activities on the West Palm Beach Waterfront 
and operates the West Palm Beach Visitors Center handled the Dolphin Golfin’ club rental and surveyed all 
participants to provide information on who was playing putt putt and visiting “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand 
Tree.  Visit Palm Beach benefitted from the additional traffic to the Visitor’s Center and exposure to their daily 
water sports rentals. 

� Sponsors: Florida Power and Light came on board as a new cash sponsor of Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings 
particularly because of the new sound and light show element. WPBF TV 25 sponsored the Holiday Tree Lighting 
with 60 spots valued at $40,000.  Additionally, their evening news anchors hosted the tree lighting ceremony.  
Palm Beach Broadcasting provided 7 weeks of radio promotion consisting of 136 spots weekly on four stations for 
a total of 952 :30 spots. They produced a 60 minute cd of tropical and holiday music with ads for the Aqua Trolley 
and the intro and outro to the “Sandi” light and sound shows.  One of their producers stepped into the role of 
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree and was the perfect sassy voice and personality for our holiday star.  The 
Palm Beach Post provided 6 full color and 2 B&W quarter page ads and the West Palm Beach Marriott and the 
Hyatt Place housed eight sand sculptors for ten days.  All of the sponsors benefitted in varying degrees based on 
their level of participation with inclusion on event printed materials, radio, television advertisements, etc. 



 

What makes the event unique and creative?  
Quite simply, no one else in the world has a giant 35’ tall holiday sand tree that is sculpted to perfection and boasts a 
sparkling personality that shines each night in colorful, exciting sound and light shows.  In 2012, we introduced the Giant 
Holiday Sand Tree, in December, 2013 the tree became a she, and she (“Sandi”) ruled the West Palm Beach Waterfront as 
the centerpiece for fun during the month of December. We recognize that even though we already had created a tradition 
no one else could boast, we could not rest on our laurels.  Each year we need to expand on our Sand & Sea-Sun’s 
Greetings theme and continue to create one of a kind excitement that you can only see in West Palm Beach.  Other areas 
in Florida attempt to create winter like holiday events with fake snow and such.  In West Palm Beach, we fully embrace 
and enhance our tropical environment.  
 
The entire creation of “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree is a one of a kind experience as well.  Hundreds of people came 
down to watch as the masterpiece evolved.  Many were intrigued with the 28 foot tall pyramid-like “bucket” the sculptors 
constructed.  Some thought the wooden forms would stay and sand would be packed around them.  For three nights after 
“Sandi” was sculpted, our sound and light professionals spent around the clock hours digitizing and synchronizing her LED 
elements into two amazing shows, one of which would actually play the role of her tree lighting.  Hundreds stopped by 
“Sandi” during these programming sessions stating their eagerness to see “Sandi in action.”   
 
The daytime beauty of the tree lay in the details as each and every sculpted tropical and holiday element could be viewed 
and appreciated.  At night, “Sandi” greeted her admirers with spectacular sound and light shows that resulted in crowds 
surrounding the giant holiday sand tree throughout the night, eagerly anticipating the next show. “Sandi” could be seen 
from several blocks down the main street of West Palm Beach as a glowing, color changing beacon on the West Palm 
Beach Waterfront.  Staff stood at the tree taking countless camera phone holiday card photos for thousands of West Palm 
Beach residents and visitors.  Instagram was ablaze with “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree photos as a December 
search of “giant holiday sand tree”, “sand sculpture” or “sandcastle” can attest. 
 
Overall E�ectiveness/Success of Event:  
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree added a giant WOW to Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings and a BIG BUZZ for downtown 
West Palm Beach!  “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree captured local, regional and national attention and embedded 
itself into the holiday culture of West Palm Beach.  An estimated 75,000 people visited the Giant Holiday Sand Tree, many 
returning often with friends that do not generally visit the downtown area.  These crowds gathered by “Sandi” the Giant 
Holiday Sand Tree and throughout downtown at the additional sand sculptures day and night enjoying the nightly “Sandi” 
sound and light shows held on the half hour from 6:30 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.  Visitors spent additional hours downtown 
viewing “Sandi” and all the other sand sculptures and waiting to see the “Sandi” shows multiple times.  A survey 
conducted by the West Palm Beach Visitor Center indicated that 77% of visitors spent more than two hours downtown 
with 31% spending more than four hours downtown.  77% of visitors dined and 47% of visitors shopped while downtown 
to see “Sandi” and the Sand & Sea-Sun’s activities.  The survey results also indicate that we not only attracted our 
residents but we also brought people in from other cities in Palm Beach County, other counties in Florida, out of state and 
even a few international visitors.  While 41% surveyed were West Palm Beach residents, 46% were from other cities in 
Palm Beach County, 7% were from other counties in Florida, 5% from out of state and 2% were international visitors.  In 
an additional survey conducted by Profile Marketing Research in December, 45% of those surveyed indicated that events 
were the MAIN reason for visiting downtown with 21% stating that the tree lighting brought them to downtown West 
Palm Beach. There was pedestrian circulation above and beyond our normal event-related crowds resulting in more 
business for downtown merchants.   
 
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree as part of Sand & Sea-Suns Greetings provided numerous opportunities to pitch to 
the media resulting in a tremendous amount of media coverage! The event also provided an avenue to increase our 
social media interaction, enhanced the City’s events’ value with downtown merchants by promoting downtown and 
bringing additional patrons for an entire month to highlight and enhance the successful holiday shopping season.   
 



PR & Media Results:   
Radio:  $856,800 value of sponsored :60 radio spots 
Seven week campaign on 4 radio stations WIRK FM 103.1, WRMF FM 97.9, SUNNY 107.9FM, and Mix 102.3 FM.  136 spots 
per week on each station valued at average cost per spot of $225. 
Newspaper:  $38,452 value of sponsored ¼ page print ads in the Palm Beach Post on 11/16, 11/22, 11/29- 3 ads, 12/1, 
12/6- 2 ads, 12/13, 12/15, 12/20 and 12/27. Plus 257,500 online ad impressions valued at $3,075,837.00 for a grand 
total of $3,114,289!!!  
TV: WPBF TV 25 sponsored 60 :30 spots at a value of $40,000 from November 15- December 5, 2013.  They also broke in 
live with the actual tree lighting during Jeopardy reaching viewers in a five county area during the most popular evening 
shows in the 7:30 p.m. hour. 
PR: 21 total stories ran on WPEC CBS 12, WPTV NBC 5, WPBF ABC 10, WFLX Fox, thirty stories ran in national, regional and 
local print and online. Value of Print, broadcast and online editorial coverage between November 2 and December 25, 
2014:  $55,955.01  
Total PR and Media value:  $ 4,067,044.00 !!!  
 
Merchant Results:   “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree and 4 satellite sand sculptures brought additional pedestrian 
traffic to downtown resulting in additional shoppers and diners throughout the month.  20,000 Sand & Sea-Sun’s 
Greetings maps/event schedules were taken from brochure stands located at “Sandi” and each sand sculpture.  People 
flocked to “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Tree day and night providing pedestrian circulation without an additional event every 
single day in December.  Merchants reported a big increase in traffic during the week which they attributed to traffic from 
“Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree and additional sand sculptures. In the December 2013 survey conducted by Profile 
Marketing for the Downtown Development Authority, almost one half of those surveyed reported that the holiday events 
were their primary reason for visiting downtown West Palm Beach. 
Trolley Results:   61,916 people rode the downtown trolleys in December 2013, up from 18,200 riders in December 2012:  
an astounding 70% increase!  The trolley drivers reported that the majority of riders headed to see “Sandi” the Giant 
Holiday Sand Tree and the additional holiday activities on the West Palm Beach Waterfront 
Event Attendance:  Clematis by Night saw record attendances on both December 5 and 19 with more than 30,000 
attending the Holiday Tree lighting and more than 15,000 attending the Holiday Circus event.  Sunday on the Waterfront 
saw more than 2,500 and Ginger’s Dance Party, Screen on the Green and Jazz on the Palm all had their attendance 
boosted by several hundred due to the special holiday activities. 
 
Supporting Question-What did you do to update/change this program from the year before?  Were your updates / 
changes successful?  
When you create “the world’s first” anything, updates can be challenging and there can be a tendency to rest on the 
success of the inaugural year.  We were very determined to take advantage of the instant success and popularity of the 
giant holiday sand tree as West Palm Beach’s new tropical tradition.  Early in 2013, we decided that for Sand and Sea-
Sun’s Greetings 2013 we would debut “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree.  Our 35 foot tall, 600 ton sculpted masterpiece 
gained 100 tons from its initial year and an enormous personality.  “Sandi” took on a voice of her own in radio and TV 
spots, sound and light show intros and outros, trolley announcements and social media.  The “Sandi” Tree Twitter account 
further enhanced and developed “Sandi’s” personality by communicating with other local and national attractions and 
celebrities.  The biggest part of the “Sandi” makeover was the addition of a choreographed sound and light show created 
by a nationally known sound and light show expert.  Two six minute shows were created to upbeat holiday music using 
eight existing professional, permanent stage lighting fixtures, and additional LED fixtures surrounding the perimeter of 
“Sandi”, colored and strobe lights embedded in “Sandi”, and a giant, candy cane like topper composed of red and white 
lights with strobes.  The shows played on the half hour from 6:30 p.m. – 10:00 p.m. from December 5 through December 
31.  75,000 plus would agree that “Sandi” was a tremendous success.  In fact, the Profile Marketing Survey supported this, 
noting that those surveyed indicating events as the main reason they visited downtown jumped from 14% in 2012 to 45% 
in 2013! And the top mention for visiting downtown was to see “Sandi” the Giant Holiday Sand Tree. 
 
While the personification of “Sandi” was by far the biggest and most successful change to Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings 
from 2012, there are a few other updates worth mentioning as well.  2013 was the introduction of Dolphin Golfin’, a nine 



hole mini golf course with a tropical holiday twist open December 12 through December 31.  Adjacent to “Sandi” and 
surrounding its own 25 ton golf inspired sand sculpture, Dolphin Golfin’ attracted almost 2,000 players, brought in 
additional revenue and enhanced the overall holiday appeal and décor on the West Palm Beach Waterfront.  Putt putt  on 
the waterfront proved to be so successful that we installed a Patriotic Putt Putt course in June and July before and after 
our annual 4th on Flagler event. 
 
A few minor, yet impactful changes were made to ease the logistical burden of 24 truckloads of sand moving in for two 
weeks prior to sculpting.  Instead of placing 6-10 smaller 15 ton sand sculptures throughout downtown, we opted to place 
three of four twenty-five ton sand sculptures in the vicinity of “Sandi”.  Placing the same amount of sand in fewer 
locations made for simpler unloading, less fencing needs, and also eased security concerns.  Additionally, by creating 
fewer, larger sand sculptures, Team Sandtastic was better able to convey the “under the sea” theme in each location 
which tied back to “Sandi” and her sea creature friends sculpted around her base. 
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E.)  see news clip at 7:30 pm on dec. 5 on

wpbf tv25 of the tree lighting during 

jeopardy on attached flash drive.
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4.  MEASURABLE RESULTS
A.)  OVERALL PR REPORT

 

Sand & Sea-Suns Greetings 2013 

Public Relations Report 

Summary of print, online and TV coverage  

Press clips featuring Sand & Sea-Sun’s Greetings: 

TV:  
November 2, 2013 (noon): WPEC: Sand sculpting $450 
November 25, 2013 (5:30am): WPTV: Sand sculpting- $250 
November 25, 2013 (6am): WPEC: Sand sculpting- $500 
November 25, 2013 (5:30pm): WPBF: Sand sculpting- $325 
November 25, 2013 (7pm): The List: Sand sculpting- $400 
November 27, 2013 (6am): WPEC: Sand sculpting- $500 
December 3, 2013 (7pm): The List: Sand sculpting- $400  
December 3, 2013 (noon): WPBF: Sand sculpting- $225 

 
December 5, 2013 (10pm): WFLX: Tree lighting- $600 
December 5, 2013 (6:30am): WPBF: Tree lighting- $375 
December 5, 2013 (7:30am): WPBF: Tree lighting- $450 
December 5, 2013 (5pm): WPBF: Tree lighting- $325 
December 5, 2013 (11pm): WPBF: Tree lighting- $500 
December 5, 2013 (5:30am): WPEC: Tree lighting- $400 
December 5, 2013 (11pm): WPEC: Tree lighting- $800 
December 5, 2013 (noon): WPTV: Tree lighting- $175 
December 5, 2013 (5pm): WPTV: Tree lighting- $450 
December 5, 2013 (11pm): WPTV: Tree lighting- $625 

 
December 12, 2013 (6pm): WPBF: Dolphin Golfin’- $400 
December 12, 2013 (6pm): WPEC: Dolphin Golfin’- $750 
December 12, 2013 (6pm): WPTV: Dolphin Golfin’- $850 

 
Print and online placements: 
November 11, 2013: Discover Palm Beach-Living in a Post Card Blog: Holiday events; no ad value 
November 25, 2013: Palm Beach on the Cheap e-blast: Sandi- $75 
November 26, 2013: A Guy on Clematis Blog: Holiday event schedule; no ad value 
November 27, 2013: PB Pulse e-blast/online: Tree lighting- $1,500 
November 27, 2013: The Cool Aunt Blog: Sandi- no price comparison; no sponsored posts 



A.)  OVERALL PR REPORT

November 29, 2013: Sun Sentinel Showtime (1/3 page): Tree lighting- $551.25 
November 29, 2013: Palm Beach Post (1/6 page) Tree lighting: $1,923.16 
November 29, 2013: Huffington Post Travel: Sandi- $5,250 
November 30, 2013: Palm Beach on the Cheap e-blast: Tree lighting- $75 
December 2013: Palm Beach Illustrated (full page): Sandi - $6,135 
December 3, 2013: Palm Beach Post The Scene (full page): Sandi and tree lighting- $7,733.47 
December 5, 2013: Palm Beach Illustrated e-newsletter: Tree lighting / sand sculptures- $1,295 
December 5, 2013: Hula Frog Weekend Guide: GDP Peppermint Twist- $200 
December 6, 2013: Palm Beach Post The Scene (1/9 page) GDP Peppermint Twist- $1,291.07 
December 6, 2013: Palm Beach Post In Your Community (1/3 page) Tree Lighting- $4,286.40 
December 6, 2013: CNN (HLN Morning Express): Sandi- $1,325 
December 10, 2013: Palm Beach on the Cheap e-blast: Cinema by the Sand- $75 
December 10, 2013: The Ellen Show (online): Sandi- $1,232 
December 11, 2013: Hula Frog Our Pick: SOW Holiday- $200 
December 18, 2013: Macaroni Kid e-blast: Circus- $200  
December 19, 2013: Palm Beach Illustrated Insider e-newsletter: Circus $1,295 
December 19, 2013: Palm Beach Post The Scene (3” x 2”): Circus- $374.93 
December 19, 2013: Shiny Sheet Picks of the Day: Circus- $49.34 
December 20, 2013: Palm Beach Post TGIF (3”x4”): JOTP- $746.91 
December 21, 2013: VisitFlorida.com: Sandi- $1,620 
December 21, 2013: Palm Beach Post The Scene (1/9 page): Dolphin Golfin’- $1,291.07 
December 22, 2013: Palm Beach Post The Scene (1/9 page): Dolphin Golfin’- $1,291.07 
December 23, 2013: Discover Palm Beach-Living in a Postcard Blog: Holiday events; no ad value 
December 2013: Today Show online (today.com): Sandi sunrise- $6,140 
December 25, 2013: Shiny Sheet Picks of the Day: Tree lighting- $49.34 

 
 

Total value of print, broadcast and online editorial coverage: 
$55,955.01 
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c.)  golf survey results
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